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Square-lattice photonic crystal microcavities for coupling to single
InAs quantum dots
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We have observed optical emission from self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum dots~QDs! embedded
within the single-hole-defect, square-lattice~S1! photonic crystal microcavity. Cavities were
measured to have quality factors as high as 4000. Finite-difference time-domain~FDTD!
calculations were used to determine the specific S1 geometry that is resonant at the center of our
ensemble QD spectrum. Extensive, systematic measurements fully confirmed the FDTD simulations
and mapped resonant wavelengths as a function of varying lattice constant and hole radius of the
photonic crystal structures. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1623319#
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Due to their very small mode volumes (V) and ease of
fabrication, photonic crystal microcavities~PCMs! formed in
a thin semiconductor membrane have attracted attentio
candidate devices to observe cavity quantum electrodyna
~CQED! phenomena. However, cavities constructed for th
experiments must also possess high quality factors (Q) to
achieve highQ/V, a crucial CQED figure of merit. By ap
plying techniques to minimize coupling to radiative mode
PCMs based on a triangular lattice, supporting highQ
modes, have been designed and realized.1–5 We have previ-
ously shown highQ resonances in the triangular-lattice H
PCM fabricated in a GaAs membrane, excited by InAs/Ga
quantum dots~QDs! embedded within the membrane.6 The
H1 resonance, while having a smaller mode volume,
similar Q/V as the H2 due to a lowQ;250, consistent with
the symmetry of the mode. More recently, a highQ, nonde-
generate, whispering-gallery-like mode~WGM! has been
identified in a single-hole-defect PCM based on a squ
lattice ~S1!. The properties of this mode have been stud
theoretically7 and experimentally characterized around 15
nm using quantum wells as an active region.8 InAs QDs have
also been used as an active layer in the square lattice, e
ing lasing modes around 1330 nm in two and fo
coupled-S1 cavities.9 Our current work describes the cou
pling of InAs QDs, emitting around 925 nm, to an S1 cav
with a potentially much higherQ/V than exhibited by the H1
cavity and well suited for CQED with a QD since, in contra
to many of the highQ/V triangular PCMs, the electric field
maximum in the S1 cavity is located within the semicondu
tor region, allowing high spatial overlap between cav
mode and QD emitter.

We designed the hole radiusr , lattice constanta, and
membrane thicknesst of our S1 cavities by using three
dimensional finite-difference time-domain~FDTD! simula-
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tion results of a GaAs device withr /a50.39, t/a50.6, and
a5300 nm, surrounded by air. The calculated frequency
sponse in the defect region is shown in Fig. 1. The simula
Hz magnetic field distribution of the mode at 911 nm
shown in inset~a! over the region of the device shown i
inset~b!, and confirms the lowest-order WGM nature of th
resonance. We have fabricated S1 PCMs of similara, r /a,
andt/a in a 180 nm GaAs membrane, suspended in air. T
material is grown by molecular-beam epitaxy on a~100!
GaAs substrate. The GaAs membrane is grown after a
nm sacrificial layer of Al0.7Ga0.3As. Five layers, spaced b
20 nm, of self-assembled InAs QDs blue shifted by par
covering,10 with a density of;231010 cm22, are embed-
ded into the membrane. The AlGaAs layer is selectiv
etched to form the final PC membrane. The cavity patter
defined by electron-beam lithography~EBL! using a 50 kV
JEOL JBX-5DII~U! EBL system. The pattern is transferre
into a SiN mask and subsequently into the GaAs by reac
ion etching. A wet etch in HF releases the final membra
structure. Analyses of loss mechanisms in PC membra
suggest that fabrication accuracy is essential to achieve

FIG. 1. FDTD calculated frequency response of a cavity witha5300 nm
andr /a50.39. The simulatedHz field distribution of the mode at 911 nm is
shown in inset~a! over the region of the device shown in inset~b!.
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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sired device performance,11,12 therefore, we have develope
fabrication techniques to minimize variation in hole si
across the device and produce PC holes with smooth, stra
sidewalls. Details of these techniques are publish
elsewhere.13 Scanning electron micrographs of resultin
cavities are shown in Fig. 2, where only a few of the t
lattice periods are shown at 0°~left! and 45°~right! views.

Spatially resolved photoluminescence~PL! measure-
ments were performed at 5 K on S1cavities of varyinga and
r in order to characterize the WGM spectral location over
entire QD emission range, which is continuous from 880
970 nm. Using a diode laser operating in cw at 780 nm,
focused 1.8 kW/cm2 power density on the sample surface
normal incidence in an estimated 3mm spot size with a
microscope objective~numerical aperture50.55!. Using the
QDs to decorate the cavity modes, we collected their em
sion through the same objective and have observed a sin
high Q mode in devices witha between 290 and 310 nm. A
sample PL spectrum is shown in Fig. 3 for a PCM ofa5300
nm and r /a50.37. Cavities with lattice constants betwe
250–280 and 320–400 nm were tested and determined n
be resonant within our QD emission spectrum. We measu
the Q factor of the WGMs by collecting PL with a mono
chromator having a spectral resolution of 70meV and fitting
the spectra to Lorentzian functions. Cavities witha5300

FIG. 2. Scanning electron micrographs of a single-hole-defect PC mi
cavity with a 300 nm lattice constant, showing a top view~left! and a 45°
view ~right! of the defect region in a 180-nm-thick GaAs membrane.

FIG. 3. PL from a typical single-hole-defect, square-lattice microcavity
lattice constanta5300 nm andr /a50.37, showing a highQ mode at 926
nm. The InAs QD emission is between 870 and 970 nm. High-resolution
is displayed in the insets for devices witha5300 nm andr /a50.38, fit to
Lorentzians ofQ54000 ~a! and 3600~b!.
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nm, r /a50.38, andt/a50.6 were of the highest quality, an
two spectra of these devices are shown in insets~a! and ~b!
of Fig. 3, fit to Lorentzians ofQ54000 and 3600, respec
tively. Based on our estimations, theQ value of these cavi-
ties is not limited by QD absorption, which we estimate ca
not limit Q in the rangeQ,10 000.

We have confirmed the importance of minimizing vari
tion in hole size across the PCMs. Spectra taken on dev
with nonuniformr show many closely spaced modes in co
trast to the clear, single-mode spectra, as shown in Fig. 3
devices with uniformr . The additional resonances are defe
modes resulting from aperiodic holer and have been ob
served in devices with as little as 6%~7.5 nm! decrease inr
over ten lattice periods from the center to edge of the PC
In this letter, all data on WGMs were taken on devices w
negligible variation in holer , therefore exhibiting single-
mode spectra.

These cavities incorporated an ensemble of QDs, an
is clearly desirable to locate a single QD at an antinode of
WGM, to achieve strong coupling between the QD and c
ity mode. Rather than relying on coincidental spatial a
spectral alignment, we would prefer developing a technolo
to spatially align a PCM around a QD of known emissi
wavelength, choosinga andr /a to significantly improve the
chance of spectral coupling. In such technologies, we m
be able to tune the resonant wavelengthl r of the PCM very
precisely, over large ranges, by scaling its geometry. Con
quently, utilizing a large set of PCMs fabricated with varyin
dimensions, we have mapped out three different ways to t
this cavity, each with a different characteristic tuning sc
Dl r . Large shifts inl r , on the order of 25–40 nm, ar
achieved by changing the lattice constant byDa5610 nm.
We achieve moderate tuning ofl r by about 10 nm by alter-
ing r /a in the initial pattern file by66%, and final, subtle
shifts byDl r561–2 nm are produced by varying the ele
tron dose in the EBL. We observe a slight increase inr /a
when the dose is increased by about 2%, explaining this
shifting in l r . The tuning information is summarized in Fig
4, which plots S1 resonant wavelength as a function ofr /a
for three different lattice constants. Each point in this re
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L

FIG. 4. Wavelength of the whispering gallery mode in a single-hole-def
square-lattice PC microcavity for various lattice constants,a, as a function
of radius divided bya. Modes in the shaded region of the resonant mo
map are of highestQ.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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nant mode map represents the averagel r of several devices
defined with the same pattern in the EBL and has an error
of about61 nm. Modes in the shaded region of the map
of highest Q52000–4000. The resonant mode map fu
confirms the aforementioned FDTD calculation that p
dicted a resonance near 911 nm for a device withr /a50.39
anda5300 nm.

In summary, we have demonstrated the coupling of In
QDs grown by the partially covered island technique to
WGM of various S1 PCMs. A high density ensemble of Q
with spectral range from 880 to 970 nm was used to cha
terize the location and quality of the WGMs, revealing res
nances withQ as high as 4000. The resonant mode m
generated from our measurements, detailing resonant
quency as a function of PCM dimensions, fully confirm
initial FDTD calculations and will be used in techniqu
aimed to improve the probability of achieving both spat
and spectral coupling of a single QD to a cavity mode
CQED experiments.
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